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CREATE A CRITTER 2 ~ FALL WALL ART
Design by: RockinRenee (45 Projects)
About me: I am a stay at hom e m om that
loves to craft in m y spare tim e. I have a very
eclectic taste both in style and crafting, so you
will find all sorts of different things on m y blog.
Hope you will visit!

Project skill level: moderate
Project time: 1 hour to 2 hours
Project tags: Fall Outdoors Holiday Décor

Playful
The use of Create a Critter 2 and cardstock to create fun
and festive 3D fall w all art.

CRICUT ®: WHAT WAS USED
Cricut Imagine®
Machine

Cricut Imagine® Art
Cartridge, Enjoy the
Seasons

OTHER MATERIALS NEEDED
Cardstock

Buttons

Ribbon

Linen Thread

Rhinestones

Pop Dots

Brown Pen

PROJECT CUT FILES
Create A Critter 2 - Fall Art.ccr

Cricut Imagine® Art
Cartridge, Word of
Mouth

STEP 1
Using the Imagine cartridge Enjoy the Seasons, flood fill the box frame from Word of Mouth with the fall/acorn pattern at 8"H. Cut the box
frame 4x. Score at intervals.

STEP 2
Add hardware to hold the frame. I used a picture/ribbon holder held by a brad.

STEP 3
Mat your selected papers and adhere to the inside of the frame. I cut my outside layer at 4.75" and my inside layer at 4.5". Add faux stitching
if desired. Next, you simply fold in at all the score lines to create a 3D frame. I used hot glue to adhere my folds together.

STEP 4
I cut the acorn (pg 4 accessory and accessory) at 4" H. I then embossed the yellow portion with the Swiss Dot folder and the brown portion
with the Square Lattice folder. I pop dotted the brown portion on and completed the look with a linen thread bow and green rhinestone. All
of the image cuts were flood filled with patterns from the Imagine cartridge Enjoy the Seasons. I also added a fall ribbon bow, linen thread
bow, and corduroy button to each frame to help unify the frames.

STEP 5
I cut the tree (pg 4 Icon, Icon, Icon Layer, Icon Layer) at 4"H. I inked all the edges with Ranger distress ink and completed the look with a
linen bow and green rhinestones to the eyes.

STEP 6
I cut the word fall (pg 4 Phrase) at 2" H and completed the look with a linen thread bow and green rhinestones added to the letter ends.

STEP 7
The squirrel (pg 4 Squirrel, Squirrel, Layer, Layer, Shadow) at 4". I added some faux stitching, a linen bow to the hat and green rhinestones
to the eyes. All the layers were pop dotted on.
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RELATED PROJECTS
Give a Hoot Card

View details
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Gum Ball Jar

View details

Aspen Trees
Welcome Card
View details

